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Abstract 
 
Applied Signal Analysis for the Diagnosis of Linear Inductive 
 
Voltage Adders 
 
Eric Gerard Nachtigall 
 
 
 
 
MERCURY, a pulsed power linear inductive voltage adder, is used in 
experiments by the United States Naval Research Laboratory.  In a series of high power 
experiments, physical damage was noted to the coatings applied to the inductive cells in 
MERCURY.  To aid in the diagnosis of this problem, a MATLAB diagnostic toolbox 
was implemented.  This toolbox combined principles of RF and high power engineering 
with digital signal processing to produce a series of measurements in an initial attempt to 
characterize the device.  Certain device behaviors were characterized and a preliminary 
classification scheme was investigated to identify potential methods of diagnosing 
inductive cell breakdown during operation.  A diagnostic report was then produced.  The 
findings of this study may be used in future to establish diagnostic methods implementing 
machine learning or pattern recognition.  
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1.  Problem Statement and Proposed Solution 
 
 
 The United States research lab is in possession of a high energy experimental 
apparatus known as MERCURY (Figure 1).  MERCURY is an inductive voltage adder, a 
device that implements a series of inductive cells in a series to add voltages on a 
transmission line using a timed series of high energy pulses.  In a series of experiments in 
2012, MERCURY was configured to deliver pulses at the maximum device power rating, 
and damage was noted to occur to the device [1].   
 
 
 
Figure 1.  MERCURY as current installed in the USA NRL facility with dimension for scale [1].  
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 Identified damage to the MERCURY device during this series of pulses was 
found from manual inspection of the inductive cells.  Inspection results demonstrated 
physical damage in the coating applied to the vacuum insulator stacks, located within the 
inductive cells of MERCURY (Figure 2).  This coating loss yields to deviations from 
expected behavior of the inductive cells during device operation, leading to suboptimal 
performance.   
  
 
 
Figure 2.  A cutaway diagram of the current inductive cell configuration in MERCURY following modification [2].  
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Damage to the cell coatings is noted through deviation from expected pulse 
waveform profiles in the voltage and current time signals acquired from the device’s 
internal sensors.  The signal’s degradation is considered to indicate a “poor” signal 
whereas signals that do not deviate far from the model implemented are “good” signals.  
This was verified through comparison to expected pulse waveforms acquired from 
simulation of the operation of MERCURY as well as the behavior and descriptions 
provided by the NRL.  Examples of both a “good” and “poor” pulse signal in a single 
inductive cell is shown in Figure 3.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.  An example voltage pulse waveform from a single inductive cell.  Left is “poor” and right is “good. ” 
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Currently, the  quality of a pulse is determined by manual inspection of the sensor 
data following each pulse of the MERCURY device.  This is both time consuming and 
inefficient when the device needs multiple uses in a short time period.  Identified 
problems may only be found after a series of pulses is produced, leading to degraded 
experimental results when damage to the cells occurs mid-experiment.  It is the aim of 
this thesis to present an alternative solution to identifying device damage through 
building diagnostic MATLAB toolbox to perform a series of analyses on the device 
sensor data.   
 
A MATLAB diagnostic toolbox was developed to address the problem of the time 
required to analyze the device.  This will prevent additional use of the device if damage is 
noticed in a single pulse, minimizing damage done through continued use.  Signal 
processing algorithms and principles of high power and radio frequency (RF) engineering 
were used in the development of the toolbox to create functions to identify patterns in, as 
well as characterize device behavior.  In the future, this toolbox can be used in 
conjunction with machine learning and algorithms to characterize different device 
behavioral modes and identify failure modes developing in different parts of the device.  
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2.  Background – MERCURY and Its Components 
 
 This chapter will discuss the relevant background information for an 
understanding of what MERCURY is and how device operation works. This is crucial for 
understanding later analytical techniques. The components and operations processes are 
here described so that the source of the data used in the diagnosis is better understood. 
Refer to Appendix A for a list of acronyms and their meanings. 
 
2.1 MERCURY – Configuration and Operation 
 
MERCURY is a pulsed power device.  The term “pulsed power” refers to the 
short term (microsecond to sub-microsecond) delivery of kilojoules (kJ) of energy, 
leading to power being delivered to a load in the range of Megawatts (MW) through 
Terawatts (TW).  Typical applications for devices in this range are constrained to fields 
such as defense, academia, and certain medical and industrial devices.  Soon, such 
devices may be used in the field of commercial nuclear fusion reactors as plasma ignition 
sources or high power laser drivers.  This introduces a new factor into the design of these 
devices not often considered in the past: reliability (and thusly, availability).  
 
In the case of MERCURY, the reliability of a pulsed power device is defined as 
the ability of the device to deliver successive pulses (or power delivery instances) within 
a tight tolerance range at maximum power rating and load.  Considering pulsed power 
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devices are intended for an “all or nothing” approach to delivering their energy, there has 
been little work done in the field of long term diagnostics of these devices.  Currently, the 
state-of-the-art in diagnosis is identifying a complete device breakdown, following by 
dismantling and manual inspection of damage to individual components.  This is both 
costly and time-consuming, and overall is highly inefficient from a resource consumption 
perspective.  In addition, there is the chance that damage can occur upstream due to 
power reflections induced by damage in downstream components.   
 
Currently, MERCURY consists of a set of subsystems, listed as: the primary 
energy storage system (a Marx bank, a type of capacitor chain), a secondary energy 
storage system (four water tank capacitors), a switching system (laser triggered gas 
switches, or LTGSs), a set of twelve pulse forming lines (PFNs), six inductive cells, and 
a magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL).  Layout of these systems, which are 
shown in Figure 1, can be seen here in Figure 4.  Yellow indicates an energy storage 
system, blue is a switch, green is a PFN, red is an inductive cell, orange is the MITL, and 
purple is the diode and load [1,2].  
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Figure 4.  A simplified diagram of subsystem connections in MERCURY.  
  
 
Operation of MERCURY is like operation of a linear particle accelerator.  At one 
end of the device, the Marx Bank is charged to the appropriate voltage.  It is then 
discharged into the secondary storage system capacitors.  Following this transfer, the 
LTGSs are activated in combinations to allow for the twelve PFNs to carry pulses to the 
six inductive cells, with two PFNs connected to each cell.  One the pulse reaches each 
cell, a voltage develops across the vacuum interface (Figure 2), which magnetically 
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couples to the MITL (the center transmission line) to induce a voltage in the line.  The 
first cell in the series generates the base current in the MITL.  Successive timed pulses 
from the latter five cells add to the current in the line, achieving voltage addition (the 
amplification used in the device).  This process is reflected in the diagram shown in 
Figure 5 [1,2,3].  
 
 
 
Figure 5.  The MERCURY pulse firing process overview.  
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 The main power delivery mechanism comes from the establishment of a 
sufficiently high current in the MITL.  This enables an electron beam diode (essentially 
an electron beam between a cathode and an anode) to form between the terminating end 
of the MITL and the target material.  Establishment of the appropriate pulse form in the 
MITL requires the inductive cells are pulsed in series with specific timing and with a 
certain pulse waveform.  This makes the inductive cells a critical component in device 
operation.  
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2.2 The Inductive Cells 
  
The inductive cells are the point of interest in this study.  The inductive cells form 
the enclosure around the MITL in the MERCURY device, as shown in Figure 2.  The 
center gap enclosed is also known as the “adder bore. ” A detailed sketch with callouts of 
the internal components of the inductive cells is shown here in Figure 6.   
 
 
 
Figure 6.  A detailed sketch of the internal components of the inductive cells [2].  
 
 
The voltages that feed into the inductive cells from the PFNs enter through the top 
and bottom connections to the oil lines.  These two inputs are ideally in phase and mix to 
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form a single higher energy pulse, which enters the core of the cell.  The voltage 
developed in this process causes a matching voltage to generate across the vacuum 
interface in the cell.  This voltage on the vacuum insulator stack in turn interacts with the 
MITL to induce a current. The voltage and current across the insulate stack is measured 
using probes located inside of the cell. 
 
MERCURY was originally a device known as KALIF-HELIA, which was also an 
inductive voltage adder.  However, modifications to KALIF-HELIA were performed 
when it was moved to the USA NRL.  These included the application of the coating to the 
vacuum insulator in the cell, and an increase in feed-gap width.  These were done to 
increase the high-power performance of MERCURY.  However, as seen from analysis of 
the experiment performed in 2012, there is a problem with the cells, as they are still 
undergoing breakdown [2].  
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2.3 The Marx Bank and Intermediate Storage System 
 
 MERCURY implements a Marx bank of capacitors and spark gaps as its primary 
energy storage system.  A Marx bank is a circuit where a series of capacitors are charged 
in parallel then discharged in a series configuration.  This configuration enables charging 
at a lower current and voltage than the bank is rated to discharge at (for example, 
charging at 25 V and 5 A and discharging at 10 kV and 100 A).  The charging is 
accomplished through a series of charging resistors (R) that limit the current from a DC 
power supply used to charge the circuit.  This structure divides the Marx bank into a 
series of stages.  Each stage is connected to the next by a spark gap that places the stages 
in series, which bypasses the charging capacitors.  A spark gap is an air filled open circuit 
between two electrodes that forms a closed circuit when the voltage between the 
electrodes induces breakdown in the air between them.  
 
Typically, during charging, the voltage across each is the same as the charging 
voltage V.  However, each spark gap has a breakdown voltage VBreak associated with it, 
such that VBreak > V by a large margin.  The last spark gap following the n
th stage acts as 
an isolator between the generator in the load.  To discharge the circuit, the first spark gap 
is artificially broken down – this is done by applying a voltage across the gap or 
mechanically moving the electrodes such that the condition of VBreak ≤ V, or the 
discharge voltage being achieved, is met.  Certain modern devices also achieve this 
through use of lasers to seed the spark gap with electrons to induce breakdown.  This then 
causes the voltage across the next spark gap to be 2V.  This repeats in the next stage, 
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resulting in an output voltage of n*V in the ideal Marx Bank.  The charging and 
discharging configurations of a Marx Bank are shown in Figure 7 [4,5].  
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Charging (Top) and Discharging (Bottom) Marx Bank equivalent circuits for 3 stages (ADS model).  
 
 
The intermediate, or secondary storage system (IS), in MERCURY is a set of four 
water tank capacitors.  Each of these capacitors is designed to hold one fourth of the total 
energy delivered from the Marx bank.  Secondary storage systems such as this are 
designed to partition the energy from the primary storage system in such a way to enable 
easier switching in the pulse devices, as well as provide better control over energy flow 
through the system.  These water tank capacitors are attached to a series of laser triggered 
gas switches in MERCURY, which controls the dispersal of energy into the pulse 
forming networks.   
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2.4 The Laser Triggered Gas Switches 
  
MERCURY implements laser trigger gas switches (LTGSs) to properly time the 
discharge of the secondary energy storage system into the pulse forming lines.  This 
controls the timings that which the cells receive the pulses, which is key to proper 
operation of the device.  A laser triggered gas switch implements a laser beam that 
induces a breakdown in a device containing a pressurized gas (in KALIF-HELIA the 
switches contained 90 psig of SF6).  The beam induces a breakdown in the switch, and 
subsequent “rimfire” electrodes are used to raise the switch voltage and handle the power 
flow through the switch.  This enables a fast switching time due to the use of gas-
breakdown phenomena while enabling high power flow.  A diagram of these structures in 
one of the LTGSs in MERCURY is seen here in Figure 8 [6].   
 
 
 
Figure 8.  LTGS components and structure in MERCURY [2].  
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2. 5 Pulse Forming Networks 
  
The output of each LTGS is a set of three pulse forming networks (PFNs) that are 
connected to the inductive cells in MERCURY.  A pulse forming network is a circuit that 
is designed to accumulate electrical energy over a time, then discharge it as an 
approximately square pulse over a shorter time.  In MERCURY, water filled coaxial 
transmission lines with self-closing switches are used to assemble the PFNs that are 
attached to the cells.  This structure is shown here in Figure 9.  
 
 
Figure 9.  A single MERCURY PFN with callouts [2].  
 
 
Specific triggering of the prepulse and output switches are used to achieve proper timing.  
The signal propagates through the PFL (pulse forming line), then through the output 
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switch to the first output line (OL1).  It then passes through the second output line (OL2) 
before reaching the inductive cell.  These three lines for the PFN.   
 
 A PFN is constructed using an RLC circuit.  Given that an RLC circuit with a 
parallel conductive component is the basis of the lumped-component analysis of any 
transmission line, any transmission line can be used as a PFN.  However, there are some 
efficient issues, clearly demonstrated with RF circuit matching principles.  For example, 
when using a simple transmission line matched to a load, the voltage experienced at the 
plane of the load is only one-half of the charging voltage.  This is caused by the voltage 
divider formed between the load and the transmission line [7].   
 
 A simpler model of the PFN used in the MERCURY device is the Blumlein pulse 
forming network.  This is a PFN consisting of two transmission lines surrounding a single 
load, which has an impedance of twice the transmission line impedance.  This model is 
shown here in Figure 10.  
 
 
 
Figure 10.  A Blumlein PFN model with Z0 of 50 Ohms (ADS model).  
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Operation of a PFN is accomplished using the following steps: 
1. The line is charged through a DC power supply at one end to a voltage V.  
2. A pulse a triggered by shorting the power supply from the lines with a switch 
3. A negative voltage step propagates towards the load.   
4. The step is half transmitted and half reflected, generating reflected voltages of 
V/2 (on TL1) and -V/2 (on TL2).   
5. The combined voltages recombine at the load to achieve a constant output of V 
(V/2 - -V/2 = V).  
 
The PFNs in MERCURY connect to the cells at two points (the top and bottom of each 
inductive cell).  The total waveform in the cell is thusly the combined waveform from 
mixing the outputs of the two connecting PFNs in each cell.  This combined signal in the 
cell is what generates the field that interacts with the MITL.  
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2.6 Magnetically Insulated Transmission Line and Diode 
  
The core of the inductive voltage adder bore in MERCURY contains a length of 
stepped transmission line.  This is the magnetically insulated transmission line, or MITL. 
This is a transmission line where the current flowing through it induces a magnetic field 
around the line the prevents electrons from leaving the line.  The line is stepped (or 
tapered) to appropriately match the length segments to the inductive cell that it passes 
through.  This is done as the impedance of the line changes with the current through it 
[STATUS].  A simplified view of the MITL in the adder bore can be found in Figure 11 
[1,2].   
 
 
 
Figure 11.  A simplified view of the MITL and diode locations in MERCURY with callouts [2].  
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 The MITL is magnetically insulated by the current flowing through the line.  As 
the current flows, it generated a magnetic field at right angles to the current, per the right-
hand-rule.  This contains electrons in the MITL as more electrons are added due to the 
pulses from the inductive cells.  At the end of the MITL is the electrode used to establish 
the electron beam diode.  This is simply a beam of electrons between the MITL and the 
target being tested in the device at the time [1].  
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2.7 Summary 
 
 
 In this chapter, operation and component structure of MERCURY was reviewed.  
Operation of the device involves discharging a Marx bank into a set of intermediate 
storage water capacitors.  LTGSs then discharge these into sets of water pulse forming 
networks, which are connected to inductive cells.  The cells mix the inputs from the PFNs 
to generate a pulse that induces a current in the MITL.  As this pulse travels down the 
length of the MITL, subsequent cells pulse, adding voltage and current to the line pulse.  
At the terminating end of the device, an electron beam diode is established, delivering the 
power to the load.  Data collected from the sensors in the inductive cells for voltage and 
current over the time of a pulse is used in the analysis and diagnosis of MERCURY.  
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3. Modeling the Pulse 
 
 With the understanding of the basic operation and components of MERCURY, it 
is possible to understand how the changes in the output waveform from the current and 
voltage sensors in the inductive cells may be used to diagnose the device.  For the data to 
be useful, a model is needed to estimate certain operational parameters of MERCURY 
that are not easy to extract from the raw data.  This model and the method of applying it 
to the extracted data are presented here.  
 
3.1 The Pulse Model 
  
The pulses in the inductive cells in MERCURY were analyzed in this study to 
determine behavior of the components and overall device.  The pulses of interest were 
sampled from field and current sensors within the inductive cells of the device.  The 
voltage was found through hardware and software integrators.  These recovered signals 
would contain the pulse signal as well as the residual signals from sensor noise, possible 
feedback and signal reflection, and components induced by physical damage to the 
inductive cells.  The region of interest in the signal was the pulse.  A pulse was described 
as a 50-ns at full width half max (FWHM) nearly trapezoidal shape, with some small 
ripple at the top resulting from pulse shaping.  An example pulse signal is shown here in 
Figure 12, demonstrating this near trapezoidal shape of the raw pulse waveform.  
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Figure 12.  An example pulse signal from a single cell.  
 
 
 To fit the data, a model of the trapezoid was defined, shown here in Figure 13.  
 
 
Figure 13.  The model of the ideal pulse implemented for analysis.  
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 In the case of the trapezoidal function, several assumptions were made, those being: 
 
1. The trapezoidal signal and pulse signal are both the same length.  
2. The pre-pulse and post-pulse signal had a value of 0.  
3. The trapezoid plateau has a slope of zero.  
4. The trapezoid is asymmetric in rise and fall times.   
 
With these assumption, a five-dimensional model of the trapezoidal signal was derived.  
The five parameters of the trapezoid are as follows: 
 
1. Start Time (T-Start) – The time the signal begins to rise.  
2. First Transition Point (TP1) – The start of the plateau region.  
3. Second Transition Point (TP2) – The end of the plateau region.  
4. End Time (T-End) – The time the pulse ends and returns to zero.  
5. Amplitude (Amplitude) – The plateau value attained during the pulse.  
 
The given model is then easily defined with five parameters.  To apply curve fitting to the 
signal appropriately, this signal example would be set so all portions of the signal that are 
not in the trapezoidal region are set to zero (this constitutes adding a vector of zeros 
before and after the vector generated by curve fitting).  
 
Initial attempts to fit this trapezoidal model to the signal employed methods of 
constrained optimization built into MATLAB.  However, due to model constraints and 
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the number of defining variables, this method of curve fitting was suboptimal, returning 
poorly fit curves or failure to fit curves.  This was due to the model not yielding a close 
enough match to the signal prior to curve fitting.   
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3.2 Genetic Algorithms 
  
Curve fitting to the proposed model of the pulses in MERCURY is done through 
minimizing the difference between the model and the sensor waveform vectors.  This is 
the least squares error, and the type of curve fitting performed on the model is minimum 
least squares fit.  The intention of using this method of curve fitting is to return the best 
estimation of the operation features of each pulse (such as start time, FWHM measures, 
and amplitude).  
 
Given the variation of the pulse signals, there are many possible fits that provide 
solutions to the constrained optimization problem of curve fitting.  These are the local (in 
a region) and global (overall) minimums to the optimization cost function.  Local 
minimums may be selected by certain optimization functions, while not being the best 
solution (the global minimum).   
 
To maximize the likelihood of achieving the best possible fit, a genetic algorithm 
(GA) was implemented in MATLAB to perform this curve fitting.  A GA is an algorithm 
that mimics natural selection processes in biological evolution to solve constrained and 
unconstrained optimization problems.  This is done through random variation of a 
population of potential solutions to an optimization problem, which then evolve (or 
converge) to the best answer given the initial population.  In this thesis, the GA is passed 
the time series data for a voltage or current pulse and proceeds to return a model that best 
fits the signal.   
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A GA is implemented using the following steps: 
1. A random initial population is generated from a model.  
2. A sequence of new populations is generated from the old population.  
a. The fitness value for each member in the population is calculated 
b. The fitness value is then scaled to a usable range of values.   
c. Parents are selected via fitness values.  
d. Some members with lower fitness values (Elites) are chosen to 
carry over to the next populations.  
e. Children are generated from parents using crossover 
(combination of parents) and/or mutation (random modification 
of a single parent).  
f. The current population is replaced with the new population.  
3. Algorithm terminates once a set number of iterations or other stopping 
condition is reached [9].  
 
In this way, the model generated for the fit is matched to the data.  The score is 
generated as a function of the least squares fit score of each generated model.  The initial 
guess used to generate the population is a trapezoidal function approximated from 
observations of the signals in the provided data set.  This was necessary as random 
guesses on these values sometimes resulted in failed fits or errors in running due to the 
randomized elements of the algorithm.  
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3.3 Summary 
 
 
In summation, this chapter presented a trapezoidal model as a suitable option for 
the modeling of the raw voltage and current signals in MERCURY.  The parameters of 
the model are introduced and defined.  The method of applying the model, the GA, is also 
introduced.  An explanation for why the GA is used instead of other curve fitting 
algorithms is also provided.  
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4. Applying Signal Analysis Methods 
 
In this chapter, the various analytic methods used to formulate the diagnosis and that 
form the components of the overall MATLAB algorithm are explained, and their results 
demonstrated.  A table of these method and results is available in Table 1 (pg. 31). A 
brief review of some of these techniques can be found in Appendix B. 
 
There was a single limited data set with the noted damage to the inductive cells 
available for analysis due to the number of experiments and constraints on the operation 
of the MERCURY device.  There were known issues with the data set used, which were: 
 
• The switches were poorly calibrated for proper timing.  
• There was a failure to provide a consistent 6 ns delay between cells 3 and 4.  
• There was potential damage to the LTGSs.   
 
According to client reports, subsequent experiments following this one were 
performed with better calibration and switch hardware in the device.  This reduced the 
timing problems noted in the data set provided for analysis.  However, due to these 
experiments being conducted at lower pulse powers with fixed inductive cells, the device 
was not damaged.  As a result, when considering this data set, timing calibration cannot 
be ruled out as a cause for certain device behaviors and potential cause of damage.  
  
The following table lists methods used in the attempts to diagnose other problems 
with the MERCURY device: 
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Table 1.  List of analysis methods used to characterize MERCURY behavior.   
Method Used Proven Useful Situation/Notes 
Model Fitting Yes All 
Frequency Filtering Yes All 
Time-Frequency 
Analysis 
Situationally Identification of 
modes in poor signals 
Timing  Situationally Calibration Testing 
Energy Yes All 
Principle Component 
Analysis 
No Data set was too 
small and not 
classified to complete 
this accurately.  
Amplitude Covariance 
Analysis 
Yes Demonstrated 
interesting grouping 
behavior of cells.  
 
 
 
 
 
 From Table 1, there are a variety of tools available for analysis that were applied.  
The most successful were the applications of model fitting, frequency analysis and 
filtering, analysis of energy in the device, and analysis of the correlation of amplitudes of 
the signals between cells.  These all show consistent behaviors in the device, such as the 
development of modes in some degraded signals and the tendency of certain cells to be 
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behaviorally linked.  For a reference for the digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms 
applied, please refer to the supplemental Section 7.  
 
4.1 Time Domain Analysis and Model Fitting 
  
A full signal recovered from the current and voltage sensors consists of 105 data 
points and contains more than just the initial pulse.  A full voltage signal observed from a 
single inductive cell is shown in Figure 15.  
 
 
 
Figure 14.  A typical voltage signal in Inductive Cell 1 for the duration of one use.  
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As seen in Figure 14, there is a sharp spike that represents the initial pulse.  Further 
spikes in the signal can be functions of the sensors experiencing noise due to the high-
energy nature of MERCURY or functions of reflections due to some load mismatching 
occurring.  An expanded view of the pulse from the same signal is shown in Figure 15.   
 
 
 
Figure 15.  Enhanced pulse voltage signal in a single inductive cell.  
  
 
In Figure 15, there are some pre-pulse and post-pulse noise, but this is expected 
from the initial device configuration and has been observed in use following 
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reconfiguration of MERCURY [1,2,3].  The above Figure 15 represents the typical pulse 
signal.  This is normal and well within the normal range of deviation per the device 
design.  A typical current signal follows this same profile as a voltage signal in a pulse.  
 
 The indication of a failure mode within the device comes from an observable 
oscillation that develops in the pulse signal.  This abnormal feature of the signal is not 
present in all shots, and likewise, does not appear in all cells equally in a single use of 
MERCURY.  One such example is shown in Figure 16, which shows the development of 
the pulse oscillation from cell 1 through cell 6.  
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Figure 16.  An example of a pulse signal with deterioration. 
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 As can be seen in Figure 16, there is a definite evolution of the oscillation across 
the cells as the signal propagates through the device.  Given that this device is designed 
to return a non-oscillatory pulse signal, there are many reasons this oscillation can occur.  
To better observe this pulse, the model of the ideal pulse was fit using a genetic algorithm 
with the following optimization parameters: 
 
1. Use of 200 generations 
2. A tolerance function valued at 1E-8 (relative error).  
3. Migration in both directions 
 
Constraints on the optimization on the model were given as: 
 
1. There are no equalities (none of the variables can equal another variable).  
2. The starting point always occurs before the first transition point.  
3. The first transition point always proceeds the second transition point.   
4. The second transition point is followed by the ending point.   
5. The final amplitude must be less than the maximum amplitude.   
6. There must be a minimum of 40% of the data used in to achieve a proper fit.  
 
This 40% value was determined empirically through comparison of the fit on multiple 
signals at multiple percentages of data.  This value was determined to ensure a proper fit 
across all pulse signals in the data set, as using too little or too much data can lead to 
improper fitting results.  As the GA does not always return a constant result due to the 
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randomization of the population, 40% was chosen due to it returning consistently well fit 
results.  The successive implementation of the fmincon (linear inequality constrained 
optimization algorithm in MATLAB) function was performed with the same constraints 
on the model fit.  A set of fits for a “good” pulse and a “poor” pulse is shown in Figures 
17 and 18.  
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Figure 17.  Six cell curve fits for a "good" pulse signal.  
`  
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Figure 18.  Six cell fits for a "poor" pulse signal.  
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As can be seen, the GA returns a well fit trapezoidal approximation.  Figure 18 
shows several indicators of failure mode being reached in MERCURY.  Of notice is the 
decreased maximum signal amplitude, which is 2000 Volts less than the signal in the first 
cell, shown in Figure 17 in the same cell.  Additionally, the previous oscillation has 
become more prevalent, and exists on the falling edge of the slope as well as the trailing 
portion of the signal following the plateau.   
 
 Figure 18 demonstrates the breakdown of the signal completely in cell 6.  The 
oscillatory component of the signal is clearly becoming more dominant than in the prior 
cells in MERCURY.  It also quite clearly spikes to ranges of 16000 V, which is beyond 
the results attained in the “good” signal shown in Figure 17.  When this is given as a 
voltage (16 kV), and accounting for the length of the inductive cell vacuum insulator 
stack (7. 0 cm), this returns a field strength on the stack of approximately 2333 kV/cm.  If 
this exceeds the strength of the field required to induce breakdown in the insulator 
coating, this may induce the formation of plasma and subsequent damage to the device 
due to arcing and plasma development.  While Figure 17 also shows a demonstration of 
the development of an oscillatory component, the magnitude of this component is still far 
less than the pulse demonstrated in Figure 18, and thus the signal is still labeled “good” 
for this study.  
 
 This model fitting was repeated for all cells, current and voltage signal, in each 
repetition of the pulse sequence included in the data set.  This provided 76 pulses of 12 
signals each, 6 current and 6 voltage, for a total of 912 signals.  This model fitting 
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provided a series of features that would be ready for implementation in a machine 
learning algorithm for training purposes given a a-priori knowledge of the classification 
of each cell.   
 
 As shown in Figures 17 and 18, there is an oscillatory component that develops in 
the latter three cells consistently.  Trends noticed with this component developing were: 
 
1. Cells that come earlier in the sequence have smaller oscillations than cells that 
come later in the sequence.   
2. Cells in the second grouping (4-6) experience worse oscillation consistently, or it 
appears in these cells first.   
3. Cell 6 consistently exhibits the worst signal degradation.   
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4.2 Frequency Domain Analysis 
  
From the time-domain analysis of the signal and observation of a higher 
frequency oscillation, Fourier analysis was performed on the cell signals to determine the 
frequency range that these features appeared in.  To do this, the spectrum of the pulse was 
determined on cells that exhibited the oscillation.  The spectrum used to design the filter 
employed is shown here in Figures 19 and 20: 
 
 
Figure 19.  The Power Spectrum of the ideal pulse signal used to model the pulses.  
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Figure 20.  The Power Spectrum of the "Poor" signal from Cell 6 in the example pulse.  
 
 
 
Taking the difference between the two filters demonstrated at least one clear band that is 
emphasized in the “poor” signals spectrum that is not present in the spectrum of the 
model trapezoid.  These are visible as peaks in the spectrum of the signal in Figure 20.   
 
An equiripple band-stop FIR filter was designed to remove the oscillating component 
from the signals.  Through taking the difference between the base signal and the filtered 
signal, it is possible to extract the time domain oscillation.  Filter design parameters were 
as follows: 
 
• Normalized Frequency: 0 
• Sampling Frequency: 2.5 GHz 
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• Pass Frequency 1: 100 MHz 
• Stop Frequency 1: 110 MHz 
• Stop Frequency 2: 160 MHz 
• Pass Frequency 2: 170 MHz 
• Stop Band Attenuation: 5.0 dB 
• Pass Band Ripple 1: 0.5 dB  
• Pass Band Ripple 2: 0.5 dB 
 
A visualization of the derived coefficients that satisfy this design can be found through 
plotting the numerator of the FIR function output of the fdesign function from 
MATLAB, shown here: 
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Figure 21.  A visualization of the band stop filter coefficients.  
 
 
 
As seen, the filter takes the image of a sharp sinc function, which in the power spectrum 
in the frequency domain is represented as the following: 
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Figure 22.  Power Spectrum of the band-stop filter.  
 
 
 
Using this filter, time domain extraction of signal oscillation was performed.  The 
extracted oscillatory components for the example “poor” pulse were the following: 
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Figure 23.  Extracted Oscillation in Cells 1-6 from the “poor” signal from Figure 18.  
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Figure 24.  Filtered signal in comparison to raw signal in the "poor" shot from Figure 18. 
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As seen in Figure 23, the oscillation in the poor pulse worsens as it progresses 
through the cells.  What is interesting to note is the slow increase in the sinusoidal 
waveform in Cells 1 through 3, followed by the domination of the sinusoidal component 
in Cells 4 through 6.  This could be caused by the mistiming of the cell groups, which 
was noted by the NRL for this data set.  Additionally, the oscillation is receiving 
amplification in the device, shown in the growth of the signal maximum voltage value.   
 
 Beyond the errors associated with the signal, also of note is this filtering scheme 
was designed to isolate the dominant components of the oscillation.  As shown in the 
power spectrum of the pulse signal, there are other oscillation components beyond the 
dominant 50 MHz band between 110 and 160 MHz.  These may account for additional 
noise sources carried down the feed signal to the cell due to the upstream components.   
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4.3 Time-Frequency Analysis 
  
One possibility is that higher frequency components in the signal could be caused 
by damage to the device due to the formation of shorts (arcing) and changes to device 
characteristic impedance (coating erosion and mechanical damage).  If the device 
impedance changes during a pulse, it may be possible to determine that damage is done in 
a well characterized data set.  Here, this method is explored on the extracted data to 
determine changes in the overall signal and changes in the extracted oscillation 
components.  The Time-Frequency Analysis (TFA) algorithm is passed on the isolated 
pulse (not the entire time series signal containing post pulse noise) and on the oscillation 
extracted.  The results of conducting TFA (See Supplemental Chapter on digital signal 
processing methods) are demonstrated in Figure 25.   
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Figure 25.  TFA of the oscillation in cells 1-6.  
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As shown in Figure 25, the TFA reinforces the observations made on the signal 
developing an increased oscillation in cells.  Furthermore, as shown by the auto-terms 
(returned true results of the TFA, shown here as non-striped features)1 in the TFA of cells 
1 through 3 in Figure 25, there is a slow development of a signal within the normal signal 
frequency range, albeit at an increased energy (shown with the spread of the signal 
energy in time as space along with a growth in energy in the oscillation).  Application of 
TFA in cells 4 through 6 demonstrates a potential mode developing in the cells as the 
signal propagates to cell 6.  This is shown in the slow transition of the oscillation over 
time from the low frequency range to the higher frequency range.  This may indicate 
mode development in the device, and could also demonstrate RF reflection due to a 
mismatch developing in the device. 
 
 In addition, the auto-term migration could indicate damage occurring or damage 
modifying the signal.  However, this is present as a chirp in a cell unless the damage was 
near instantaneous, where it might manifest as a sudden shift.  Due to the interference 
from the poor timing of this data set, damage is not able to be detected purely on TFA 
alone.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
1 For more information on auto-terms in the TFA, refer to the supplemental chapter on digital signal 
processing. 
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4.4 Timing Comparison 
 
 
 Following analysis of the frequency content of the signal, there is a clear 
correlation of mistiming with poor device performance.  Given this, attempts were made 
to diagnose the mismatch in timing between the cells.  Optimally, the cells fire in 
sequence (Cells 1 through 6), separated by 2 ns a cell, with a 6 ns separation between the 
two groups of IS capacitors that feed Cells 1-3 and Cells 4-6 (effectively bisecting the 
chain in terms of timing into two groups).  Through comparison of differences in cell 
starting times, it may be possible to determine if there were cells that were consistently 
misfiring or if there were other timing issues present.  The results of comparison of the 
various timing parameters returned the following: 
  
 
 
Figure 26.  Intercell time delays per pulse normalized to Cell 1. 
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Given the analysis of changes in start times in Figure 26, it is clear there are 
problems in pulse timing and cell triggering times. Rather than the ideal flat-differences 
shown via the black bars, there is a large variance in the starting times of the cells, 
indicating cells potentially pulsing out of order.  The maximum difference in cell starting 
times does not adhere to the implemented standard in this case.  This could be caused by 
damage to switches upstream in the device that control device timing, or calibration 
problems in those switches.   
 
 
 
Figure 27.  Pulse start times in cells over repeated pulses. 
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Figure 27 demonstrates that the starting time of the pulses is also highly variant 
with increasing use of the device. The trends shown above include an overall delay in 
pulse starting time, a distinct clustering of cell timings forming (the first three cells vs the 
last three cells), and various points where the cells may have pulses out of desired order. 
This is interesting, as the changes in timing around pulse number 1294 (shown by a sharp 
spike in the plots), demonstrated a potential issue within the device, as subsequent pulses 
had a more significant change in starting time. 
  
 From this analysis of the timing, the distribution of the intercell timings was 
extracted from the measurements performed using the model fit.  Most of the timing is 
centered around 0 ns, as expected.  However, there is a significant range of timings 
associated with the pulse signals in all cells.  This further supports the findings that there 
is a timing calibration problem in the configuration of MERCURY used to acquire this 
data set.  This is shown in the Figure 28. 
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Figure 28.  A Histogram of the relative start time difference between adjacent cells shown in Figure 26.  
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As shown in Figure 28, there is a deviation from a normal distribution of timing in the 
latter cells.  While the switches have an associated amount of jitter (typically between 2 
and 4 ns), this would normally be represented as a normal distribution in starting time 
difference.  The distribution in cells 4 through 6 shows a timing issue as this is no longer 
normally distributed, and thus cannot be caused by normal switch jitter alone. 
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4.5 Energy Comparison 
 
 
Due to the interference in the timing, and the definite evolution of higher 
frequency oscillations in some pulses, the energy in the oscillations was quantified and 
compared.  From comparison between voltage and current signals, there was an increased 
energy content in the oscillation components in the pulse waveforms.  Applying 
Parseval’s theorem, by taking the summation of the squares of the signal and normalizing 
with respect to the number of points in the signal, it was possible to quantify the energy 
content in the raw pulse signal and in the extracted oscillation.  A ratio of oscillation 
energy to total signal energy was then generated.  This was then compared to the pulse 
number in the experimental data set and the cell number, to establish a visualization of 
trends.  This is visible in Figures 29 and 30.   
 
 
Figure 29.  Percent energy in voltage oscillations.  
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Figure 30.  Percent energy in current oscillations.  
 
 
As seen, the voltage waveform is much more distorted than the current signals on 
average.  In both types of signals, there is a trend of increasing oscillation energy as the 
cell number increases.  This supports the lack of timing calibration that was reported, as 
well as suggesting that either a reflection of the signal due to a mismatch occurring or 
that damage could be happening in the latter three cells.  Additionally, there is a high 
spike in the current around the 50th pulse in cell 5.  This coincides with high voltage 
oscillations, and may also present damage occurring due to the signal showing oscillation 
in both current and voltage waveforms (this could be due to an unstable arc forming in 
the device).   
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4.6 PCA Analysis 
  
An attempt was made to find the potential causes of damage in the system using 
features extracted through application of the model signal fitting process described in 
Chapter 4.  This was done by using principle component analysis (PCA) on features 
extracted from the model fit to the data.  However, comparison of the signals with this 
method yielded little usable results.  An example of this process output is given in the 
following Figure 31, with an expanded view of a single plane in Figure 32.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 31.  PCA attempt on voltage amplitudes.  
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Figure 32.  3D expansion of the 2D PCA in an attempt to look for classification groups.  
 
 
 
 
As seen, it would be hoped that shots that previously were noted to have a high 
oscillatory component (assumed to be “poor”) would be grouped together trends in the 
projections onto the principle components.  However, as shown, there is little grouping, 
which demonstrates that this was not a reliable approach for this aspect of the data set. 
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4.7 Amplitude Covariance Analysis 
 
 Another attempt to characterize device behavior was performed using the analysis 
of the amplitudes extracted from the model.  By analyzing the covariance of the 
amplitudes between cells, it would be possible to notice patterns in behavior.  As a result, 
there was an interesting pattern developed, shown in Figure 33.   
 
 
 
Figure 33.  Covariance and correlation matrices for cell voltage amplitudes across all pulses.  
 
 
As shown in Figure 33, there is a clear pattern with the voltage signals in the cells being 
linked.  There is a noted divide between the first three and last three cells, demonstrating 
a pattern of two distinct groupings.  From the overview of the components and operation 
of MERCURY, this could indicate a problem in the intermediate energy storage systems 
or in the LTGSs, the systems that divide the energy and provide timing for the device.  
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This pattern is then reflected when the voltages in the pulses are plotted in relation to the 
previous cell in the adder sequence, shown in Figure 34.  
 
 
 
Figure 34.  Noted cell pattern groups between cells in the sequence.  
 
 
This pattern clearly shows a coupling between cells behavior, and a variance in amplitude 
that grows as the signal propagates down the MITL and further cells are pulsed (shown in 
the increases in the size of the ellipses).  This is another feature that supports the timing 
issues of the device, and potentially shows a need more analysis of intercell coupling to 
fully characterize device behavior.  
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 The ellipses plotted in Figure 34 demonstrate a potential for application of 
machine learning and pattern recognition for characterizing device behavior.  These 
divide the cell voltages into groups, which demonstrates the possibility to apply 
hypothesis testing to verify results. A simple demonstration of this is shown with the 
manual elimination of data points associated with malformed waveforms, which results in 
a reduction of the ellipses, shown here in Figure 35.  
 
 
 
Figure 35. A comparison of the effects of elimination of malformed waveforms on elliptical data fitting. 
 
 
 Grouping of the cells is shown in Figure 36.  When the same analysis of plotting 
cells is done for the first three and latter three cells as groups, two distinct groupings in 
3D space become evident.  
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Figure 36. The demonstration of grouping in the first three cells and last three cells. 
 
 
 
This visualization lends more to the potential difference in the intermediate storage 
system and LTGSs feeding into the two cell groupings unequally, due to their 
connections to the cells and layout.  This could be a potential cause of the grouping 
shown in Figure 36 and in the covariances shown in Figure 33.  Ideally, all cells would be 
equally powered, leading to a single cluster of all six cells.  For this reason, there 
potential to explore characterization of other portions of the device. 
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4.7 Summary 
  
In summary, the data set provided is highly variant in timing of the cells in the 
pulse sequence.  This is a probable cause of issues with implementing some of the 
analysis methods applied.  From what was found, frequency domain and time-frequency 
analysis enables discovery of developing modes within the device.  This could indicate 
damage.  Analysis of signal energy content can be used to show the severity of the 
oscillation.  Analysis of time features extracted from the model can demonstrate the 
calibration of the device.  PCA failed to return anything useful, however this may be a 
function of the data set size and prior knowledge of the pulse data.  Analysis of amplitude 
covariance and correlation demonstrated coupling behavior between cells MERCURY, as 
well as a clear growth in variance in amplitude in latter cells.  Lack of further information 
about operation of the device and results in this data set inhibits easy analysis with other 
methods.  
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Table 2.  Repeated list of analysis methods used to characterize MERCURY behavior.  
Method Used Proven Useful Situation/Notes 
Model Fitting Yes All 
Frequency Filtering Yes All 
Time-Frequency 
Analysis 
Situationally Identification of modes in 
poor signals 
Timing  Situationally Calibration Testing 
Energy Yes All 
Principle Component 
Analysis 
No Data set was too small 
and not classified to 
complete this accurately 
– See 4.6 
Amplitude Covariance 
Analysis 
Yes Demonstrated interesting 
grouping behavior of 
cells.  
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5. Results and Conclusions 
  
Due to the constrains imposed on the work by the limitations of the data set, there are 
a series of guesses as to the cause of the noted damage and some observations on the 
device behavior.  Primarily, these are: 
 
1. Breakdown is a completely random process in this data set.  
2. Breakdown in a shot will induce poor quality in successive shots.  
3. Breakdown might be detected through increased oscillations in the signal.  
4. Cells that succeed the damaged cell are at risk of damage due to the oscillations 
induced in prior cells.   
5. The damage is likely caused by the oscillation inducing voltages capable of 
breaking down the dielectric coating in the vacuum insulator stacks.   
6. Cells exhibit a potential coupling.  
7. Desynchronization of the PFNs may induce a phase delay causing voltage pulse 
signal mixing problems in the inductive cells.  
 
From this data set, the poor timing calibration in the device has a clear impact in 
overall device performance.  Hence, the recommendation for increased device longevity 
is to correct the poor mistiming.  In addition, the spiking caused by damage or causing 
damage is more likely to cause damage at higher loads.  Considering the energy ratio in 
the worst spikes, running the device at above 95% of the maximum rated pulse power is 
more likely to cause damage than if it is used below this power limit.   
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 This study of MERCURY presents some clear processes that may be helpful for 
the development of future diagnostic tools and components in other pulse power devices.  
The application of trapezoidal curve fitting to generate a model and estimate features and 
operating conditions of the device is useful when precise sensors are not present.  
Additionally, with a larger and better labeled data set, it could be possible to apply 
machine learning and enable the “self-diagnosis” of problems in these devices in the 
future.  Such could be done by running a series of calibration shots at various loads, then 
inducing simulated damage to the device to train the software to recognize when damage 
occurs.   
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Appendix A – List of Acronyms 
 
 
IS -  Intermediate Storage System 
LTGS -  Laser Triggered Gas Switch 
PFN -  Pulse Forming Network 
MITL - Magnetically Insulated Transmission Line 
GA -   Genetic Algorithm 
FIR -   Finite Impulse Response 
TFA -   Time-Frequency Analysis 
PCA -   Principle Component Analysis 
CT -   Continuous Time 
DT -  Discrete Time 
DTFT -  Discrete Time Fourier Transform 
DFT -   Discrete Fourier Transform 
STFT -  Short Time Fourier Transform 
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Appendix B - Digital Signal Processing 
 
 
 
 
B.1 Frequency Domain Analysis 
 
 Given a continuous time signal, there are many mathematic operations that can be 
performed for signal analysis.  One such example is the Fourier transformation, which 
projects a time domain signal into a basis in the frequency domain.  From here, a 
spectrum of the frequencies present in the signal can be found.  This operation is 
conducted with Equation B.1.1. 
 
𝑋(𝑓) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡) ∗ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞
−∞
         (B.1.1) 
 
With the application of digital systems, a discrete time approach to this analysis 
was developed.  Digital systems operate through sampling a continuous time system.  
This means that a digital system takes certain instantaneous measurements of a 
continuous time system at a uniform frequency, creating a finite signal.  This operation is 
known as sampling.  To understand these discrete time (DT) systems, the Discrete Time 
Fourier Transform (DTFT) was created, shown in Equation B.1.2. 
 
𝑋2𝜋(𝑓) =  ∑ 𝑥(𝑡) ∗ 𝑒
−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑛∞
𝑛= −∞         (B.1.2)
2 
 
                                                          
2 The subscript 2π is used to refer to the periodicity of X(f) over a period of 2π. 
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Due to the complexity in computing the entirety of a Fourier series representation of a 
signal in discrete time, an efficient algorithm was made using the Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) which was then implemented as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [12].  
While the DTFT provides continuous output in the frequency domain, the DFT returns as 
frequency sampled output (a finite set of frequencies).  This is shown in equation B.1.3. 
 
𝑋𝑁(𝑘) =  ∑ 𝑥(𝑛) ∗ 𝑒
−𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑛/𝑁𝑁−1
𝑛= 0         (B.1.3)
3 
 
B.2 Time and Frequency Analysis 
 
 
Given that a signal can be deconstructed in both the time domain and in the 
frequency domain, characterization of different aspects of the signal can be done.  
However, if a signal is highly variant (otherwise called nonstationary), there is potential 
need to decompose the signal in both the time and the frequency domain simultaneously.  
This is a technique defined as Time-Frequency Analysis (TFA).   
 
One such technique proposed for doing such an analysis is the Short Time Fourier 
Transform (STFT) [10].  At a simple level, this is an application of the DFT on a signal 
that is divided into equal segments in the time domain.  This results in the ability to 
perform spectral comparison over discrete time intervals.  However, there is a downside 
to this method of analysis: resolution tradeoff.  Due to the use of windowing in the STFT, 
there is a finite time or frequency resolution that can be achieved in the STFT4.  In terms 
                                                          
3 Likewise, N is used to represent periodicity over N samples. 
 
4 This phenomena is explained through what is known as the Gabor Limit.  
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of the STFT, this means that acquiring a smaller time window (or high time resolution) 
will result in a wider bandwidth of the signal (lower frequency resolution) and visa-versa.  
A demonstration of this phenomena is observed with the transformation of a rectangular 
windowing function (a time limited function) which returns a sinc function in the 
frequency domain (a signal with an infinite spectrum).  
 
As such, there has been a need for alternative signal analysis methods to be used 
in TFA.  One such proposed method is an adaptation of the TFA with reduced 
interference distributions (RIDs).  Through an application of Cohen’s class5 of 
distribution functions [11], the following TFA equation is implemented: 
 
𝐶(𝑡, 𝜔) =
1
4𝜋2
∫ ∫ ∫ 𝑥∗ (𝑢 −
𝜏
2
) 𝑥(𝑢 +
𝜏
2
) Φ(θ, 𝜏)𝑒−𝑗𝜃𝑡−𝑗𝜏𝜔+𝑗𝜃𝑢𝑑𝑢 𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜃   (B.2.1) 
 
Where: 
X(t) = time domain signal (V or A).  
u and t = the time position (ns - s).  
ω = frequency (rad/s).  
τ = time delay (ns – s).  
θ = doppler shift (rad/s).  
Φ = the kernel function or RID (unit-less). 
                                                          
5 Bilinear or Quadratic Time-Frequency Distributions, first applied in quantum mechanics c. 1996.  
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This method is applied as it represents the filtering of the symmetrical ambiguity 
function6 with the kernel (or RID).  This kernel acts as a 2D low-pass filter, with delay 
time τ and Doppler shift θ.  The kernel is 1 along the axes and decays rapidly away from 
them.  This reduces the interference in the analysis.  However, due to the use of the 
symmetric function, this analysis suffers from interference due to cross products.  In 
Figure 37, the auto-terms (desired terms) are circled, and the cross-terms are left 
unselected.  These are present in the horizontal (time) band due to the implementation of 
a exponential RID function meant to preserve the auto-terms [12].  
 
 
 
Figure 37.  An example of TFA applied with Cohen's distribution functions [NI].  
 
                                                          
6 2D function of time delay and Doppler shift used in RADAR signal processing. 
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 The TFA has been successfully applied to high power microwave devices in the 
past [11].  It has demonstrated application in linking cathode voltage fluctuation to 
changes to spectra over time in a heterodyned microwave source.  In this case, it is 
employed to determine the time-evolved frequency of the RF spectrum in the microwaves 
generated in the device.  Changes in frequency over time could yield insight into the 
behavior of the beam in the cavity as well as multi-moding and mode-hopping in the 
device.  
 
B.3 Principle Component Analysis 
 
 
Digital signal processing also includes the realm of statistical analysis of signals 
and their features.  This is used in fields such as pattern recognition and object 
classification in videos (13).  In the case of observing current and voltage signals for the 
inductive cells and applying curve-fitting to a model, principal component analysis can 
be used.  
 
Principle component analysis (PCA) is a procedure allowing for a conversion of a 
set of potentially correlated random variables to a set of linearly uncorrelated variables.  
These linearly uncorrelated variables are the principle components (sometimes referred to 
as principle modes of variation).  In the realm of DSP, this transformation is also referred 
to as the Kosambi-Karhunen-Loeve (KLT) transform.  The outcome of this operation is 
visualized in Figure 38.  
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Figure 38. PCA applied to a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The vectors shown are the PCs. 
 
 
In Figure 38, the vectors represent the eigenvectors of the terms weighted by the 
eigenvalues.  As such, the larger arrow is the first eigenvalue (the first PC), which 
demonstrated a higher variance along this component.   
 
The singular value decomposition (SVD) operation is another form of PCA.  For 
this purpose, consider a signal X that holds dimensionality n x m.  Now, taking the SVD 
of X, we see the following: 
 𝑋 = 𝑈𝑆𝑉𝑇          (B.3.1) 
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 𝐶 =
𝑉𝑆𝑈𝑇𝑈𝑆𝑉𝑇
𝑛−1
= 𝑉
𝑆2
𝑛−1
𝑉𝑇        (B.3.2) 
 
The PCs are in fact the columns of US, as shown from B.3.1 and B.3.2. U and V are 
orthogonal, and in this thesis the columns of V are used to perform PCA as there is 
emphasis on the weighting of the different eigenvalues (used as features for 
classification).  
 
 Implementation of PCA is done to attempt signal classification.  Should there be 
different features that can be extracted through comparison to a model, the signals may 
show different patterns of expression of the features, which would be mirrored in the 
plotting over various combinations of principle components.  This could potentially lead 
to a classification schema for damage types and damage causes in MERCURY. 
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